
 

How 'Jerusalema' has got the world dancing

With over 120 million views on YouTube and now, officially, the most Shazamed song in the world, 'Jerusalema' by South
African DJ and record producer, Master KG, featuring Nomcebo Zikode, has taken the world by storm as people around
the world have now even created a dance challenge with the song.

With over 257,000 global social media mentions on ‘Jerusalema’ since the start of 2020, Meltwater - the global leaders in
media intelligence - tracked social media mentions on the song, including the new ‘#JerusalemaDanceChallenge’ to see
how the world has been grooving to the hit record.

Social media mentions on the song ‘Jerusalema’

Released on 29 November 2019, the upbeat gospel-inspired house song gained positive responses from South Africans
following its music video release in December. Between 1 January and 9 July 2020, there were just under 22,000 social
media mentions on the song, with Nigeria being the top country to contribute to these global social media mentions, due to
a remix of the song that featured Nigerian singer, Burna Boy. Following Nigeria in leading global social media mentions of
the song were the United States of America and South Africa respectively as the song began to pick up popularity and the
music video began to go viral online.
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Global heat map for social media mentions on ‘Jerusalema’ between 1 January and 9 July 2020

Once ‘Jerusalema’ made its way to online streaming services on 10 July 2020, global social media mentions on the song
spiked immensely, with the data recording over 236,000 mentions related to the ‘Jerusalema’ hit song between 10 July and
10 September 2020. In this time period, South Africa has dominated social media mentions (39.47%) with Nigeria, the
United States of America, Kenya and France rounding up the top five countries mentioning the song on social media.

Global social reach (green) vs social volume (blue) on ‘Jerusalema’ between 1 January and 10 September
2020

During the month of May, ‘Jerusalema’ had a total global social media reach of 182 million people. This was due to the
announcement of the 2008 South African film, ‘Gangster’s Paradise: Jerusalema’ being made available for streaming on
Netflix in countries including South Africa, Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom.

This led to more social media interest in ‘Jerusalema’ the song, which made its way to pan-African radio stations such as
Continental Radio Station and Classic 105 Kenya, before becoming available on online streaming services on 10 July 2020
and reaching a global social media reach of 664 million people during the month of July.

Global social media sentiment on ‘Jerusalema’ between 1 January and 10 September 2020

Throughout the year, the ‘Jerusalema’ song has generally been positively received from global audiences. In February
2020, the song received a 95% positive response and sentiment from global social media users, with South Africans
particularly enjoying the song and naming it as one of their favourite songs from the December 2019 holiday period.



September has also been a month that ‘Jerusalema’ was well received from global social media, especially after this tweet
from Shazam announcing the song as “the most Shazamed song in the world.”

Some of the negative responses that the song has received include online users preferring the original song composition
over the remix with Burna Boy as well as engagement on this tweet from South African musician, Cassper Nyovest, about
the song having “more hype than the Samas [South African Music Awards]”.

Global trending themes on ‘Jerusalema’ on social media between 1 January and 10 September 2020

Some of the trending themes on ‘Jerusalema’ include:

How the world is grooving to the #JerusalemaDanceChallenge

With the overall song garnering the international success that it has, a dance challenge emerged when a group of friends in
Angola recorded a candid clip of their choreography to the song. The dance challenge was picked up in Portugal as Master
KG went to the country to promote his album with the song.

‘world’ which refers to the song now becoming the most Shazamed song in the world.
‘million views’ which refers to the the song getting over 100 million views on YouTube.
‘epic achievement’, ‘global success’ and ‘international success’ which refers to the song becoming a hit song across
the globe and was featured in footballer, Cristiano Ronaldo’s recent Instagram video, which has received over 19
million views.

https://twitter.com/Shazam/status/1303399823731617793
https://twitter.com/casspernyovest/status/1288514290064986115
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CEmrg34h9tb/


Global heat map on social media mentions for ‘#JerusalemaDanceChallenge’ between 1 January and 10
September 2020

South Africa has been the number one country to contribute to mentions on the hashtag, with Kenya, Zimbabwe, the United
States of America and Nigeria rounding up the top five countries mentioning the hashtag on social media.

Since July 2020, when the song was made available on online streaming services, the ‘#JerusalemaDanceChallenge’
hashtag also picked up on social media and gained global traction. July 2020 saw a total social media reach of over 166
million people, 237 million people during August 2020, and 123 million during September so far.

Global social reach on ‘#JerusalemaDanceChallenge’ between 1 January and 10 September 2020

Some of the trending themes that emerged from the hashtag include:

‘Health workers’ and ‘Beautiful Hle’ which refers to this tweet from Master KG sharing a video of healthcare workers in
France taking part in the dance challenge.
‘Naivas Moi avenue’ and ‘special guest appearance’ which refers to this tweet from the Naivas supermarket in Kenya
store showing their employees taking part in the challenge.
‘Social media users’ and ‘positivity’ which refers to this tweet that Al Jazeera English shared about the global positive
impact that the dance challenge has.

https://twitter.com/MasterKGsa/status/1286577913819811840
https://twitter.com/naivas_kenya/status/1301090687069364229
https://twitter.com/JadeCra52983575/status/1302358241024901126


Global social media trending themes on ‘#JerusalemaDanceChallenge’ between 1 January and 10
September 2020

The ‘Jerusalema’ hit song has seen incredible global success as it charts on popular music platforms such as iTunes and
Billboard in various countries around the world.

In a time that sees the world adjusting to a new normal in light of the current global pandemic, the song, and the
accompanying challenge, has brought much-needed light to many and is sure to continue adding joy thanks to its infectious
beat and dance challenge that everyone far and wide have joined in on.

Want to get insights on the latest trending topics and hashtags? For a free demo of the Meltwater platform and ad
monitoring capabilities, click here.

Source: Data gathered by Meltwater between 1 January and 10 September 2020.

About Meltwater

With 20 years of experience in the field of online media monitoring, Meltwater is a global leader in media intelligence and
social analytics solutions, helping to bridge the gap between public relations, communications and marketing departments
with an all-in-one solution powered by AI-driven insights. Over 30,000 of the world’s most respected brands rely on
Meltwater to help inform their marketing and communications strategies and executive decision-making.

With over 55 offices across six continents, Meltwater is a truly global partner with local customer success teams. Meltwater
also supports the Meltwater Entrepreneurial School of Technology (MEST), a non-profit organisation devoted to nurturing
future generations of entrepreneurs. For more information, follow Meltwater on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn or
visit www.meltwater.com.
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